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The San Francisco-based US court of appeals on Wednesday ruled on the case of a woman being
sentenced to 12 years in prison for violating the'status update' clause of her criminal sexual assault
plea deal, and instead, she opted to fulfill the court's order by sending 29 daily updates to a judge
and prosecutors. The case of Sarah Wortham is a matter of first impression for a federal appellate

court and the other courts of appeals. Wortham was sentenced to 12 years in prison in August 2014
for violating the'status update' clause of her plea deal. In that plea deal, the government was

supposed to keep her under investigation, only allowing her to plea when the'status update' clause
was fulfilled. The clause required her to send a "message" of her intent to have sex. Wortham sent

29 daily updates to the California judge and prosecutors, but continued with the act. She was
arrested in March 2014. After hearing arguments, US court of appeals for the 9th circuit ruled that "It
was not a crime for Wortham to send a transmission. The information transmitted by Wortham falls
far short of the actual, expected, or necessary for the communication of a 'fictional statement,' and

does not constitute the communication of a 'false statement.'" The judge in Wortham's case
explained that she should not have been in violation of the rule, because of "the text

communications she sent the court and prosecutors were not fictional. They were 'intended to be
taken as true.'" In an interview with the Associated Press, defense lawyer Jonathan Tukel said that he
had to make statements in his opening statement that the government was asking Wortham to send

messages through Facebook. "The attorneys had to know that if they did a proper defense in this
case they might have had to say that communications between a defendant and a party to a case

are not treated as false by the government," he said. "We've had to open our mouths and say
something we didn't believe.
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